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Abstract:

Understanding collective creativity is crucial for advancing the general
study of human creativity as well as for guiding the design of creativity
support tools for small teams and larger collectivities. In this chapter, we
present a qualitative case study of collective creativity online derived from
an analysis of collaborative interactions of virtual teams of students working
in the field of mathematics. We examine group creative activity broadly,
ranging from the micro-level co-construction of novel resources for team
problem solving to the evolutionary reuse of ideas and solution strategies
across teams. Our analysis focuses on describing the relationship between
the dynamics of creative work present in a single collaborative episode of an
online group and their evolution across time and across collectivities. Our
analysis indicates that the synergy between these two types of interactions
and the resulting creative engagement of the teams relies on three
fundamental processes: (1) indexical referencing, (2) group remembering,
and (3) bridging across discontinuities.
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Creativity has always been a social phenomenon. For instance, the creativity of an
individual act is usually judged by the peer community based on established
standards and shared histories (Csikszentmihalyi, 1988). Creation is never ex nihilo,
but highly situated in particular contexts of activity, which are typically shaped by
personal and collective histories. A famous painting by Paul Klee may be an
individual masterpiece, but it is also an event in art history, an interaction with the
artist’s contemporaries and a product of the Bauhaus community. Philosophy from

Plato onward, according to Hegel (1807/1967), has always been a “reflection of its
times, grasped in concepts”—to say nothing of a 2,500 yearlong dialog.
In the networked age, creative breakthroughs are increasingly team
accomplishments: the Manhattan Project, the Apollo moon landings, the analysis of a
nuclear accelerator experiment, the proof of Fermat’s theorem, the consolidation of
the European Union all involve coordinated efforts of many people. It is time to
consider creativity as a group-cognitive achievement. If we are interested in
promoting creativity, it may be important to understand, catalyze and support the
group aspects of creativity as well as the individual psychological.
This chapter tries to explicate fundamental group phenomena that take place when
a small group of students are challenged to work creatively in the domain of school
mathematics as part of VMT. We do not expect to observe epoch-shattering acts of
creativity here, but we hypothesize that we can see in the visible activities of
interacting students some of the methods being awkwardly but explicitly worked out
that experts use effortlessly and invisibly. By conducting the student discourses
online, we can, moreover, easily capture for analysis a complete record of everything
that is shared by the group in its collaborative work.
We assume that individual creativity involves mental efforts to pursue ideas about
a problem. It may well also involve interaction with a variety of physical artifacts
that are meaningful to the individual. In a setting of group creativity, this process
must be extended, enunciated and shared by the group members so they can
understand the problem and proposed solutions with enough commonality to work
together toward a group accomplishment. As a sense-making enterprise, group
creativity must co-construct group meaning that is appropriately individually
interpreted by the group members (Stahl, 2006, ch. 16). Because the effort must
remain oriented to a shared task, it involves “a continued attempt to construct and
maintain a shared conception of a problem” (Roschelle & Teasley, 1995, p. 70). The
effort must be sustained; that is, it must overcome manifold potential discontinuities
and disruptions. Group participants must be able to point to or index ideas and
artifacts in the evolving problem space in ways that make sense to the others and are
effective. New actions must be able to build on the past (of the group effort and of
the larger culture) through group remembering situated in the present context.
If we want to support group creativity, then we have to support the building and
maintaining of the joint problem space (see Chapter 6 above), the referencing of
objects in that space, collective remembering of relevant histories, and bridging
across related episodes of the group’s activity. In this chapter, we explore the
interactional character of referencing, remembering and bridging in small-group
creative efforts through analysis of our data on virtual math teams. We consider the
effectiveness of the VMT technological environment (text chat, shared whiteboard,
persistent wiki, graphical referencing, social awareness) for supporting these aspects
of group efforts at cognition and creativity. Both our analysis and our technological
support focus on the actions between individuals, artifacts, events, sessions and
groups—on inter-action more than on isolated individual actions.

Studying Group Creativity in Inter-Action
The potential of collectivities to engage in and succeed with rich explorations,
discovery and innovation in various fields, has motivated many researchers, leaders
and field practitioners to promote and study group creativity (e.g., Hewett, 2005;
Shneiderman et al., 2006). Half a century of research on individual creativity has
clearly documented the complexity of the psychological, cultural and social
processes involved in the creation of original and useful products (Mayer, 1999).
When turning our attention beyond the individual creative agent, new challenges and
opportunities emerge. For example, studying groups engaged in creative interactions
offers us an opportunity to observe the methods employed by co-participants to
conduct their explorative work together and allows us to see insight and innovation
as social constructs. In fact, the emergence of digital environments that support
collaborative work has opened up the opportunity for researchers to go beyond
studies of “solo” action and investigate distributed systems of cognition and
creativity that situate artifacts, tasks and knowing in the interactions of coparticipants and activity systems over time.
In contrast to the attention that the social dimension of individual creativity has
received in creativity research (e.g., Amabile, 1983; Csikszentmihalyi, 1988; 1990;
Paulus, 2003), the interactional aspects of group creativity—how groups do creative
work together—have only recently begun to be explored. For example, a new
conceptual model of group creativity in music and theater (Sawyer, 2003) proposes
that collective creative work can be better understood as the synergy between
synchronic interactions (i.e., in parallel and simultaneously) and diachronic
exchanges (i.e., over long time spans and mediated indirectly through creative
products). Building on this model, we attempt to explore the interdependency
between synchronic and diachronic interactions, and analyze its relationship with
creative work, broadly defined. In our study of mathematics collaboration online we
observe collective creative work as manifested in a wide range of interactions
extending from the micro-level co-construction of novel resources for problem
solving to the innovative reuse and expansion of ideas and solution strategies across
multiple teams.
Next, we turn our attention to describing, incrementally, three central interactional
mechanisms that the VMT teams we studied engaged in and which directly relate to
the creative dimension of their work. We theorize that such mechanisms are central
to the synergy between single-episode collaboration and the creative work of
multiple collectivities engaged together over time. In addition to describing the
interactions that the virtual teams observed engage in, we also reflect on the
particular aspects of the online environment used, which might promote, support or
hinder synchronic and diachronic interactions.

Creative Inter-Actions in Virtual Math Teams
In the spring of 2005 and 2006, we conducted a series of pilot studies using VMT
chat. In each study we formed several virtual math teams, each containing about four

middle-school students selected by volunteer teachers at different schools across the
USA or abroad. The teams engaged in online math discussions for four hour-long
sessions over a two-week period. They were given a brief description of a novel
open-ended mathematical situation and were encouraged to explore this world, create
their own questions about it, and work on those questions that they found interesting.
For example, the teams participating in the 2005 study (and whose work we will use
to illustrate our observations about collective creativity) explored a non-Euclidian
world where the concept of distance between two points in space had to be redefined.
The initial task as presented to the students is displayed in Figure 12-1. We expected
this kind of task to offer a productive setting for the study of the dynamics of
problem discovery and formulation, activities usually associated with creativity
(Getzels & Csikszentmihalyi, 1976; Nickerson, 1999).

Pretend you live in a world where
you can only travel on the lines of a
grid. You can't cut across a block on
the diagonal, for instance.
Your group has gotten together to
figure out the math of this place. For
example, what is a question you might
ask that involves points A and B?

Figure 12-1. Grid-world task.

The analysis presented in the following sections uses the approach of
ethnomethodology (Garfinkel, 1967) to examine recordings and artifacts from the
team sessions in order to draw design implications for a full-scale online math
discussion service. Ethnomethodology is a phenomenological approach to qualitative
sociology which attempts to describe the methods that members of a culture use to
accomplish what they do, such as carrying on conversations (Sacks, Schegloff &
Jefferson, 1974), using information systems (Button, 1993; Button & Dourish, 1996;
Suchman, 1987) or doing mathematics (Livingston, 1986). Ethnomethodology is
based on naturalistic inquiry to inductively and holistically understand human
experience in context-specific settings (Patton, 1990). Our observations come from
this type of descriptive analysis applied to our entire dataset of interaction logs. We
start at the micro-level of collaborative creative work and expand progressively
towards more global interactional processes across collectivities and time spans. We
will look at inter-actions of one virtual math team as indicative of interactions
throughout the VMT data corpus.

Collaborative Referencing in a Joint Interaction Space
Our analysis of the collective interactions of virtual math teams suggests that
these groups concern themselves repeatedly with the creation and development of a
joint set of problem and solution proposals (Stahl, 2006, ch. 21). In the VMT
environment, participants use the textual and graphical resources at hand and a
number of interactional methods to achieve this. These resources and the proposals
for their use emerge from the collective activity of the groups themselves.
References to resources evolve through a complex web of indexicals, which join
them through elaboration, contrast, reframing, etc. The network of resources and
utterances about them constitute the primary material of the groups’ creative work.
Indexicality, the referencing or symbolic pointing achieved through language and
other means, is one of the unique aspects of group creativity which Sawyer (2003)
has described in his analysis of creative collaboration in music and theater groups.
Figure 12-2 contains a passage of interaction from the last session of Team 5 in
Spring Fest 2005. It illustrates the importance and complexity of collective
referencing.

…

Figure 12-2. Labeling to support reference.

As can be seen in Figure 12-2, the chat room used by the team provides a space of
interaction where words, diagrams, labels, and sequences of manipulations can be
used as resources for collective interaction. In this case we see on the shared
whiteboard a series of textual notes with some questions that the team is

investigating, a grid, and some other diagrams and labels created by the participants.
Following the chat dialog in Log 12-1 (which continues from Log 6-2), we can see
how the team members use a set of objects (e.g., a unit square, paths, a 2-by-2
square, etc.) and, through interaction, construct a collective web of references (e.g.,
“ill draw the square,” “there are only two possible paths,” “from B to D,” etc.) that
are determinative of how the group’s joint action flows.
Log 12-1.
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164
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meet
meet
meet
meet
dragon
meet
meet
meet
meet
dragon
meet
meet
dragon
dragon

we first had a unit square
and we know there are only two possible paths
ill draw the square
in a 2by2 square
ok
there are I think .. 6?
so we’re trying to find a pattern here
lemme check on the 2by2 square
I see only 4 actually
I see 6
ken you show me
use a red colored lien
all just name letters
from B to D

dragon
dragon
dragon
meet
dragon

BGEHD
BIEFD
BGFD
okay I see it
and

This type of referential activity was widespread across all teams and sessions,
although with different levels of intensity. This leads us to conjecture that the use of
indexicality in combination with textual and graphical resources allowed teams: to
create visualizations of strategies and ideas, to contrast multiple representations of a
problem situation, to coordinate different problem-solving paths among different
team members, and to reconstruct collectively past work so that it can be continued
in the present moment. Indexicality seems to play a unique role in collective
exploratory work when teams are engaged in active problem formulation and in the
early stages of problem solving; at least this is a hypothesis that deserves further
analysis.
Although the VMT collaboration environment provides some explicit supports for
referencing (i.e., pointing with arrows from the chat area to the whiteboard or from
one chat posting to another), the observed referencing practices extend well beyond
the explicit supports provided. Our analysis points to the importance of these
referential practices in creating a tightly interwoven set of resources that represents
the joint interaction space. Elsewhere in this volume we have described instances of
such referencing work embedded in the collaborative mathematical work of the
teams (esp. Chapters 6, 7, 14, 15, 17, 20, 27). These analyses have motivated us to
reconsider, as designers, the affordances in the online environment that support

indexicality. Our particular interest in long-term collective engagement has resulted
in a series of modifications of the VMT collaboration environment to explore and
support the construction and maintenance of a sustained joint problem space. Before
introducing them, we will first expand our initial characterization of the role of
referencing and indexicals to consider the relationship between single-episode
interactions (synchronic) and longer (diachronic) sequences of interaction.

Group Remembering with Shared Artifacts
The virtual teams involved in our studies demonstrated across their sessions a
variety of methods for producing and managing relevant resources for their
mathematical work. Since this work was spread over multiple sessions, they also
engaged in activities related to managing their trajectory as a team. In fact, the
excerpt of interaction captured in Figure 12-2 represents a case in which the team is
collectively engaged in trying to reconstruct parts of their previous session in order
to initiate their current problem-solving activity. Interestingly, in this unique
sequence of interaction, remembering of past activity unfolds as a collective
engagement in which different team members participate dynamically. Some of the
current team members were not present in the previous session, and yet they are
instrumental in the reconstruction of that past and in shaping its current relevance. In
the case captured in Figure 12-2 and Log 12-1, for instance, Meet is engaged in
remembering the work conducted in the previous session. Although he remembers
that there were six shortest paths in a 2-by-2 square grid, he is only able to “see” four
paths. Dragon, who was not part of the previous session, is able to see all six
possible paths. Up to this point we could see this interaction just as a case of memory
failure. However, the work in which these two participants engage in subsequently is
a unique form of memory work that establishes a new method to “see” the six paths
that were discovered in the last session—and to allow for that method to be more
accessible and persistent so it can be shared effectively. The team creates a labeling
mechanism that allows them to trace and name each path in the 2-by-2 grid (i.e.,
“from B to D” “BGEHD,” “BIEFD”). This method is then reused for the rest of the session
to explore other grid arrangements and, more importantly, to produce artifacts that
can work as records of procedures, discoveries, and arguments that others can
inspect, challenge, or extend. In this work, we see how indexicality also plays a
central role, but we have labeled this kind of activity group remembering because of
its particular importance to reconstructing past achievements that are relevant to
present tasks.
In Figure 12-3, the drawings, labeling, enumerated lists, tables and other
inscriptions in the shared whiteboard function as “immutable mobiles” (Latour,
1990) that are shared by being persistently visible (see Chapters 7 and 10 above).
The use of the whiteboard represents an interesting way of making visible the
procedural reasoning behind a concept (e.g., shortest path). The fact that a newcomer
can use the persistent history of the whiteboard to re-trace the team’s reasoning
seems to suggest a strategy for preserving complex results of problem-solving

activities. However, the actual meaning of these artifacts is highly situated in the
doings of the co-participants, a fact that challenges the ease of their reuse despite the
availability of detailed records such as those provided by the whiteboard history.
Despite these interpretational limitations, we could view the persistent artifacts
created by this team as “memory” objects which, in addition to being representations
of the teams’ moment-to-moment joint reasoning, could also serve for their own
future work and for other members of the VMT online community.
These particular objects are constructed in situ as a complex mix of resources that
document, represent and recall different points in their own problem solving and,
potentially, in those of others. As can be seen in Figure 12-3, the two team members
depicted a complex network of inter-related resources: the cases being considered,
the labeling and procedural reasoning involved in identifying each path, a summary
of results for each case (i.e., the list of paths expressed with letter sequences) and a
general summary table of the combined results of both cases. The structure of these
artifacts represents the creative work of the team but also documents the procedural
aspects of such interactions in a way that can be read retrospectively to document the
past, or “projectively” to open up creative new possible next activities.

Figure 12-3. Multiple representations on the shared whiteboard.

Despite the fact that the problem-solving artifacts and conversations are the result
of the moment-by-moment interactions of a set of participants and, as such, require a
significant effort for others to reconstruct their situated meaning, they can serve as
resources used to “bridge” problem-solving episodes, collectivities or even
conceptual perspectives. Here, we use the term “bridging” to characterize
interactional phenomena that cross over the boundaries of time, activities,
collectivities or perspectives as relevant to the participants themselves. Bridging

thereby can tie events at the local small-group unit of analysis to interactions at
larger units of analysis (e.g., the VMT student community). Bridging may reveal
linkages among group meaning-making efforts by different groups or diachronically
across events in time. Bridging might play a special role in contexts where creative
work and knowledge building are being pursued by collectivities.

Projecting Creative Opportunities through Bridging
So far, we have explored two aspects of the creative dimension of the work that
virtual teams engaged in as part of our studies. We have seen that the use of
referencing and the configuration of indexicals are necessary elements of the
“synchronic” interactions of these teams but that they can also play a central role in
processes such as those that we have labeled “group remembering.” As a matter of
fact, we can see the central role of referencing as that of overcoming boundaries in
joint activity. Deictic expressions (such as “the one highlighted in black and dark red”) are
sometimes used to overcome gaps in perception, while temporal deictic terms (e.g.,
“last time”) can be used as part of the process of doing memory work and engaging
with prior activities. In fact, in the contexts of extended sequences of collaborative
knowledge work, where the membership of a team might change over time and
where the trajectory of problem solving needs to be sustained over time, overcoming
such boundaries might be especially challenging. We define this type of purposeful
overcoming of boundaries through interaction as “bridging” work and turn our
attention now to interactional strategies that virtual teams utilized to engage in these
kinds of activities.
In order to investigate the dynamics of bridging we designed Spring Fest 2005 so
that a number of teams worked on the same task for a series of four sequential
sessions. Teams used a different virtual room for each session and had no direct
access to archives of their previous interactions. Despite this apparent limitation,
they demonstrated several strategies to reconstruct their sense of history and to
establish the continuity of their interactions.
Analyzing several interactional episodes, we noted that teams purposefully
engaged in attempts to establish continuity in collaborative problem solving as it
relates to multiple sequences of work and also to the relevant work that other teams
might be conducting. This type of activity involves:
(i)
The recognition and use of discontinuities or boundaries as resources for
interaction,
(ii)
Changes in the participants’ relative alignment toward each other as members
of a collectivity, and
(iii)
The use of particular orientations towards specific knowledge resources (e.g.,
the problem statement, prior findings, what someone professes to know or
remember, etc.).
Bridging activity defines the interactional phenomena that cross over the
boundaries of time, activities, collectivities or perspectives. It defines a set of

methods through which participants deal with the discontinuities, roles and artifacts
relevant to their joint activity.
As a result of our initial findings from Spring Fest 2005, we designed for Spring
Fest 2006 a setting in which “bridging” could be investigated more conspicuously.
We arranged for the teams to reuse the same persistent chat rooms so that they had
direct access to the entire history of their conversations and their manipulations on
the whiteboard across the four sessions. In addition, mentors provided explicit
feedback by leaving a note on the whiteboard of each team’s room in between
sessions. Finally, we also provided a wiki space to allow the teams to share their
explorations (e.g., formulae found, new problems suggested by their work, etc.) with
other teams. The comparative analysis of these interactions provides us with more
detailed confirmation of the important interrelationship between synchronic and
diachronic interactions.
The reuse of the same room by teams that were much more stable in their
membership over time proved effective in stimulating the constructive establishment
of continuity in the creative and problem-solving activity of the teams. The feedback
provided by the external mentors, however, was in several cases problematic since it
re-framed past experiences in ways that seemed unfamiliar or curious to the
participants themselves. In addition, the use of the wiki space provided us with a set
of interesting examples of new “bridging” activity being conducted by the teams.
Through the wiki postings, teams working on the same or a similar task were
made aware of the parallel work being conducted by their counterparts. In several
cases, the wiki acted as an effective third workspace from which materials generated
by one team could be used, validated and advanced by other teams. The authors of
the postings also used them to sustain their own problem solving across the four
sessions. Postings and trajectories of use in the wiki showed a structure that was very
different from the conversational and interactional style of the chat room artifacts.
Some postings were purposively vague and others resembled highly elaborate
summaries of the teams’ findings. In a few cases, postings included a narrative
structure abstracted from the chat sessions (e.g., “So in session 3, our team tried to
understand Team C's formula …”).
In one instance, the wiki presented evidence of cross-team asynchronous
interactions: Team B found a new problem generated by Team C in addition to a
possible solution. Team B proceeded to work on the problem, found a mistake in the
solution formula originally reported, and proceeded to re-work the original solution
and post the corrected result back to the wiki.
These findings seem to suggest the potential of explicit bridging spaces to
promote continuity and to sustain creativity in problem-solving work, particularly in
the context of an online community formed of multiple virtual teams with
overlapping interests and activities. Naturally, the availability of bridging resources
like the wiki does not by itself determine the ways participants interact over time.
The fact that certain social practices were promoted (e.g., reporting to others,
imitating, reflecting, etc.) influenced the way such resources were used.

Inter-Actional Dimensions of Group Creativity
When one looks closely at the interactional activity that goes into the formulation
and communication of creative ideas, one sees limitations of traditional, ahistorical
views of creativity. Creativity involves extended efforts to articulate, critically
consider, and communicate notions that are not already part of the taken-for-granted
life-world. Even when accomplished largely by an individual person, this generally
involves sequences of trials with physical and/or textual artifacts (Schön, 1983).
Such internal monologue generally incorporates skills learned from dialogues in
dyads or small groups (Vygotsky, 1930/1978). The study of creative
accomplishments in groups, where their interactions can be made visible for analysis,
may provide insights about individual as well as group creativity.
Several models have been proposed to characterize features of individual
creativity, such as the ability to concentrate efforts for long periods of time, to use
“productive forgetting” when warranted, and to break “cognitive set” (Amabile,
1983). We expected that these individual skills could also play a role that is
distinctively productive in the context of long-term collective knowledge building. In
our analysis, we have seen that, in fact, some of these individual accomplishments
can be characterized as fundamentally social and interactional. The virtual math
teams we have studied rely for their creative work on basic interactional mechanisms
such as referencing, group remembering and the bridging of discontinuities (see
Chapter 6).
Recent models of group creativity (Sawyer, 2003) argue that collective creative
work has to be understood as the synergy between synchronic interactions (i.e.,
parallel and simultaneous) and diachronic exchanges (i.e., interaction over long time
spans, and mediated by ostensible products). Our analysis validates this model in the
context of the creative and problem-solving work of virtual math teams and starts to
provide an interactional description of some of the processes underlying these two
types of interaction. This interactional description also applies to other published
findings on social or collective creativity (e.g., Donmez et al., 2005; Paulus, 2003).
Because continuity in itself is important to the success of virtual teams, we have
observed how participants develop a series of interactional methods to co-construct
mathematical knowledge within single collaborative episodes as well as over time.
The co-configuration of indexicals and the use of referencing methods allowed a
collectivity to create new mathematical objects that gained their meaning through
interaction and opened up new possibilities for next possible steps within a
synchronous episode. Group remembering and the bridging of interactional
discontinuities allowed the teams to expand the referential horizon so that the objects
created by themselves or by other teams could be expanded, reconsidered, or
challenged. These methods allowed the teams to evolve a sense of collectivity
engaged in building new knowledge and made it possible for them to interlink their
collaborative interactions with those of other teams.
Just as we have argued that cognition should not be conceptualized solely or even
predominantly as a fundamentally individual phenomenon (Stahl, 2006), so we claim
that creativity is often rooted in social interaction and that innovative creations

should often be attributed to collectivities as a feature of their group cognition.
Group creativity can be fostered by supporting interactional mechanisms like
referencing, remembering and bridging.
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